
ECE 313 MW Final Project: Data Analysis
You will now analyze the data that you have collected from the Sun engineering
workstations.  Perform these calculations for each of the six data sets you collected (two
workstations under three background workload conditions).

1) Preliminary Analysis

Calculate the following:

•  Calculate the average amount of free memory before execution, during execution, and
after execution (e.g., average free memory before you execute the benchmarks, while
the benchmarks are executing, and after the benchmarks have finished executing).

•  Plot the amount of free memory versus time.

•  Calculate the average number of context switches before execution, during execution,
and after execution.

•  Plot the number of context switches versus time.

•  Calculate the average number of system calls before execution, during execution, and
after execution.

•  Plot the number of system calls versus time.

Qualitatively compare the results obtained from the lightly-loaded system to the results
obtained from the heavily-loaded system.  Do some measurements noticeably vary?  Are
there others that are essentially unchanged?

2) Additional Analysis

Before we can begin analyzing the data, we need to plot some distributions (histograms).
Construct frequency distributions for the following rates:

•  Page-ins (do not include the lines with no page in activity)

•  Page-outs (do not include the lines with no page out activity)

•  Context switches

•  System calls

•  Interrupts

With this information in place, answer the following questions:

1. What distribution best characterizes the data represented in the page-in histogram?
Calculate the appropriate parameters (e.g., mean, variance) for your distribution
choice.  Using this information, what is the probability that a page-in between 32KB/s
and 64KB/s?  Between 0 and 32KB/s?  Greater than 64KB/s?  Compare these
probabilities for both the lightly-loaded and heavily-loaded systems.



2. What distribution best characterizes the context switch distribution?  You may notice
that the context switch rate tapers off rather quickly (i.e., there are very few samples
with a context switch greater than a certain threshold).  Exclude these extreme context
switch rates from your data set and recompute the distribution for one of the
workstations under the lightly-loaded and heavily-load cases.  Are the distributions
the same?  Calculate the parameters for your distribution from the data.

3. Using the original distribution for context switch rate, calculate the probability that
the context switch rate is between 100/sec and 150/sec.  Calculate the probability that
the context switch rate is greater than 250/sec.  Repeat these probability calculations
for the case where you excluded the extreme interrupt rates from your data (question
2).  How do these probabilities compare?

4. Create a new random variable that is the sum of the system call rate and interrupt rate.
To do this, normalize the sampled data for each rate using one of the following
formulas:

Before calculating the minimum, maximum, average, and standard deviation, exclude
the 5% most extreme values from the data set so as to not skew your results.

Witth the system call rate and interrupt rate normalized, compute their sum for each
output line in vmstat (for each data sample).  Plot a distribution for the combined

random variable.  How does the new distribution compare with the individual
distributions of the system call rate and interrupt rate?  What are the parameters for
the combined distribution?

5. Why do we normalize the two rates in question 4?  What significance is the new
random variable that we created (the combined context switch rate and interrupt
rate)?

6. In your opinion, what are the disadvantages in using vmstat to collect performance
data?
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